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Introduction
The interest of the researchers to the problem of HPs since the first

observations in 1954 - 55 is due mainly to the possible risk if a HP is
inhaled and deposited in Lungs. A number of papers discuss the problems of
mechanism of breathing, the probabilities of inhalation and deposition of
a HP and also possible ways of clearing out [1-6]. In the performed up to
now direct activity investigations HPs could not be traced in lungs.
Therefore Aurand [3] in 1959 recommends the autoradiography methods
for reliable identification of HPs in lungs.

Our aim is to apply the autoradiography methods for search of point
beta-sources in biological tissues. The preliminary experiments included
the investigation of sheep lungs in which HPs were reliably detected.

METHOD
Lungs of people died in accidents during February-May 1987 were

investigated. The ashing of the lung tissue was performed in stainless steel
vessel at 700 C. The ashes were grind to fine powder and homogenized.

Preparation of the samples
Thin foil of paper 300/400 mm (Japan, plastic base) was used as a

substratum. The foil was covered by a thin film of slow hardening epoxy and
the powder was distributed uniformly over the sticking layer. The sample is
left to dry.



Sample exposure
Standard X-ray films with double side emulsion (ORWO-Hs 11, 300/400

mm - DDR) were used and standard X-ray, the casings are standard
aluminium type WARIMEX, 300/400 mm, Poland, The amplifying foils
are type PERLUX UNIVERSAL, 300/400 mm, DDR.

The arrangement of a ready to use cassette is shown in Fig.l.
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Fig.l.
Sample over thin plastic foil - 4, amplifying foils - 2,6, upper lid of an X-
ray cassette - 1 , bottom of the X-ray cassette - 7.

The powder from one lung was fixed over four foils. The exposure time
is 40 days.

Film processing
A facility for automatic processing and standard chemicals were used

for processing of the films.

Interpretation of the images
The two films were overlapped one over the other and the scanning of the

films was performed with binocular lenses with magnification 10 to 75 times.
The images of both films were simultaneously observed.

The image of a HP is a black dot with slow change of the blackening
on the periphery. Defects and artefacts were easily identified since they
appear only on one of the films.

The possibility for error was further reduced since each sample was
autoradiographed twice.

8 control blank sample (no powder) were obtained and 8 unexposed
films were processed.

The copying of the images on paper was performed with
magnification 6 times.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The method was applied to 5 human

June 1987.
No HPs were found on three of them.

lungs during the period Febr.-

11 HPs were identified in lung No.4. 10 of the images are present on
both films and 1 is not seen on the second film since at that spot the film
was exposed by light. 4 of the images are shown in Fig.2. The lung is from
a 19 y old construction worker who died on 20.04.1987 in an accident. The
distribution of HP is 5 images on 4a, 4 images on 4b, 2 images on 4c and 0
on 4 d. The f the powder on 4 a and 4b is much thrker than that of 4d.

There is 1 image of a HP in lung No.5.
The control samples and unexposed films are "clean".

Fig.2
Images of 4 HPs of the autoradiographs of lung No.4 (left column basic
funs, right column - doubling films.



The activity of the particles of lung No.4 was performed with low-
background facility UMF-1500 (USSR) and counter SBT-13. The activities
are within the range 0.5 up to 0.05 Bq (May 1987).

The presence of image of HPs in lungs N0.4 and 5 is of considerable
concern, although the data are statistically very poor. For more definite
conclusions on inhalation and deposition of HPs in lungs the experiments
should be continued.
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